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“ It is certain that many cases of deafness are susceptible of relief by
judicious treatment. Perhaps the disposition now prevalent to seek for

the cause of many local diseasesiii disorders of remote parts of the system,
especially in the gastric organs, has led to the greatest improvement in

the treatment of this as well as many analogous affections. This indica-

tion is well followed by Mr. Curtis in all cases of deafness. Excepting
those of an organic nature, expressly local, his attention is directed to the
state of the consutution ; and many cases of what are vaguely termed
nervous dealness, of several years’ standing, have been perfectly re-
lieved. He has applied the principles above inculcated in an active and
judicious manner, and the results of his experience appear to have been
particularly favourable.”— //0«rfo» ,I/erficai and fhiisirul Journal.

" The number of editions through which Mr. Curti.s’s work has passed
is a sufficient proof of its value. We perceive that he has enriched the
present edition with those facts and observations connected with his sub-

I ject which have recently been published in this country and on the conti-

nent. The cases which illustrate the work are instructive.”—London
Medical Keyository.

“ It contains many useful observations on the deaf and dumb, and some
good remarks on diseases of the tympanum and the internal ear ; and it is

evident that the author has bad many opportunities of ob.serving the dis-

ease of which he treats .’’— Continental and British Medical Review.
“ The magic words, ‘sixth edition,’ shew that the public ear has not

been shut to Mr. Curtis's illustrations of this important subject. It is

carefully revised, and, together with new matter, has also new plates and
illustrations. The one exhibiting the organs of sensation, from their

origin to their end, is very interesting."—Literary Gazette.
" That Mr. Curtis’s is the best treatise on the ear extant, is not only

known wherever the English language is spoken, hut it obtains a just pre-
cedence in foreign nations, through the means of m ultiplied translations.

To call the attention of the faculty to it would be needless ; they know its

worth, and have adopted it as their text-book on all matters connected
with the ear. But the diseases of this important organ are insidious

;
their

approaches are slow, and hardly apparent—we speak from melancholy
self-experience ;—and when the progress of these disorders has been fully

ascertained by the medical practitioner and at length unwillingly allowed
by the sufferer, that progre.ss can no longer be arrested

;
the disease has

gained the ascendency over the powers of medicine, and ultimately
triumphs in the complete deafness of the procrastinating patient. There-
fore this work should be in every house ; and when any unusual sensation
connected with bearing is experienced, it should be immediately con-
sulted. We cannot be doing a greater service to the public than by
making this universally known .”—Metropojitan Magazine.

“ Mr. Curtis, whose perseverance commands our applause, has pub-
lished a new edition of his Treatise on the I'hysiology and Diseases of
the Ear. It had been determined that diseases of the ear were incurable

;

but Mr. Curtis has published a series of cases sufficient to prove this error

;

and we congratulate the public on his succe-'s, as no diseases are more
afflicting than those ot thu important organ.”— Monthly Magazine,
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No one, we think, will be disposed to deny Mr. Curii» the prai^e of |>er»everance,
and. what i« more, of tuccessful uerteverance. How commendable U chat afiplica*

lion which ia no combined wiifi inai^ment, that it nurmounu every obstacle, and ulti*

mutely realises the full amount of its anticipations! Such Is precisely the case with the
author ol this volume, who, notwithstanding the intricac) of his nit^ect, and theapathv,
and even opposition, manifested as regarded his atceDipU at nr»t, has completely
triumphed over them all, and shown satisfactorily that diseases of the e ir are, generally
speaking, as curable as those of other organs ;

and that the only reason why they have
ever been considered otherwise, has arisen solely from the neglect with which the ear
had almost universally been treated, until Mr. Curtis set his mind unshrinkingly to the
tusk. The result of Ids labours is brieiiy summed up in this volume, the edition of
his Treatise on the Ear. Altogether, we can confidently recommend Mr. Curli»\ work,
as giving a fair view of what has been done, and what can he done for the diseases of
this intricate and invaluable organ .’’—New Monthly Magazine,

The great popularity and utility of this excellent work has been evinced by the

number of editions through which it has rapidly run : a sixth has just been pubii'^hed,

with additions and improvements. \Vhen we find a medical bonk diiesied of mvMifjiog
teciinicalities, and not overladen with professional phraseology, but addressing itself to

all whom its subject-matter may concern with clearness and simplicity, it tnav indeed be
considered iustiy entitled to a more than ordinary share of public favour. This is the

case with Mr. Curtis’s book.”— Herald.

This work has been enlarged and improved throughout, and brings down to the

latest period all that is known respecting that important organ. Ii also contains a sum-
mary of his extensive and successful practice, not fewer man 30,000 patients affected

with deafness and other diseases of the ear. from the highest to the lowest, having been
treated by Mr. Curtis. The plates are exceedingly beautiful

;
and no expense seems to

have been spared to rendi r this an elegant, at me sa ne lime that it is a mo<i useful

book, as well to the general reader as to the medical practiUoner.”<~JoAn Bull.

** The volume before us has been long before the public. Of the estimation In which
it is held, no better proof could be sought than the words ‘Sixth Edition* on the title-

page. To those who unhappily labour under the calamity of deafness, it must be an in-

valuable work. It is undoubtedly the best which has yet ap{>eared on Uie subject. The
present edition is revised, and otherwise improved.”—06serrcr.

“ Having already spoken of this work on first appearance, perhaps it would now
he enough to say that it has reached its sixth edition; but we are in justice boai>d to

add, that no book treating of diseases of ilie ear has ever stood so high in the estimation

of those who are most competent to give a correct judgment on the merits of a work of
tins description .”—Sunday Tiwes,

Every succeeding edition has borne ample testimony to the assiduity with whxh the
author labours to render this work moie worthy of the preference wluch the profession

and the public have long given it. In ilie work'we find a curious and iuieresting. plate,

shewing the organs of sensation
; it is beautifully coloured : ai'.o a view of thr great '.vm-

paihetic nerve. We cannot but rejoice, wuli every friend to humaiiitv, at the rapid im-
provement that has been made in the various braicbesof surgery within these few years;
and in none, perhaps, more than in those of the aurist and oculist. e cannot but congra-
tulate the author of the work on the success whiih has attended his persevering efforts

in behalf of an adllcted and forgotten class—the poor, labouring uuder deafness, or oilier

diseases of the ear.”—CotiW Journal.

** This is, on the whole, a useful book. The mere fact that it has reached the Mxth
edition speaks very distinctly in its favour. If it does not treat profoundly the various
topics that come under notice, still the author is evidently a man of extensive experi-
ence, with a good talent for observation, and a fair share of practical knowledge. The
subject of which it treats is one of deep interest. The diseases of the ear are so freqi.ent.
coming on often from very slight cause«, sometimes without any known caiit^e, and are bO
apt to terminate in partial or total deafness, that any thing that is calculait^to throw
light on the subject cannot be regarded with indifference. It is well known^M, that
when the function of iiearing is impaired or destroved. it is exceedingly diia^t to re-

store it. It is therefore very desirable, to under>tand those disea'^es that levTtoits de-
struction. to learn, it possible, the means by wliich they can be arrested, and, at any
rate, to be able to distinguish between those' that produce onlv a tenumrary deafness and
those that cause a permanent loss of the function, it will ^ useful to all ciassec, by
making them perceive the importance of early attention lo the first Indications of im-
paired hearing, for this it very properly Inculcates. Its plan is judicious. We are
pleased to see the increased attention that is bestowed upon this subject, and are de-
sirous that it should siill more occupy the thoughts of scientific profe'.sional men. On
ti«is account we should be glad to have Mr. Curtis’s book very generally circulated.'’—
North American Heview.
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PREFACE.

Scarcely five years have elapsed since the

first edition of this little work was published;

yet so great is the interest that seems lately

to have been taken in the subject, both at

home and abroad, that many thousand

copies have been sold since that time, not

only in this country, but also on the conti-

nent
;
and I have had the satisfaction to see

it translated into various foreign languages.

The value of the sense of hearing is un-

speakable. The man who has lost it is shut

out from an entire world— the world of

sound. The voice of friends is mute :

—

in prosperity or adversity he receives neither

congratulation nor sympathy from their

lips. What a world of pleasure then is lost

by the deprivation of hearing! how much
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positive evil does it occasion ! In this sad

state are upwards of 60,000 persons in our

metropolis alone, the great majority of whom

might be restored to the full possession of the

faculty of hearing, but for want of knowledge

of the means of relief; or impressed with

the unfounded idea that their malady is in-

curable, they pass their existence in this la-

mentable condition. It is e\ddent, therefore,

that popular information on this subject is

imperatively required. The attention of the

public and of the profession appears to be

now aroused to this fact: the medical societies

have recently manifested some interest in the

matter, and we may reasonably expect that

good will result from these circumstances.

The principle of the division of labour is

at length beginning to be applied to the

science of medicine, after many strenuous op-

posing endeavours on the part of those who

are interested in preventing the changes to

which that application must give rise, and

who are more anxious to maintain their own

vantage ground, than to contribute to the
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general welra^V/
; of the

spread of the piSfi^^^^p^ubdivision, are

numerous—those of most recent origin being

the institutions for diseases of the rectum and

for club-feet :—institutions which, a few years

ago, would have been regarded w'lth ridicule

and contempt, but which are now hailed, even

by the profession, as promising much benefit

to the community. Dr. Stewart, the able Pre-

sident of the Medical Society of London, attri-

butes, and correctly so, this cheering fact to the

circumstance that “ medical men are less en-

thralled by traditionary prejudices, and more

awakened to any proposed improvement in

their art, than they have been at any former

period.” * It must seem strange to any un-

prejudiced mind that medical men.jShould so

long have resisted the division of.»rtheir pro-

fession, the arguments in favour of which are

unanswerable. As Dr. Stewart remarks, in

a paper read before the Westminster Medical

• Vide his “ Remarks on the medical profession, in re-

ference to the division of labour in its practice,” a work

which contains many useful observations on this subject.
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Society, and published in the London Medical

Gazette^ I presume it will be allowed that

the only principle upon which medical men,

as a class, are considered better informed

upon the duties of their profession than other

people, and are referred to for their opinion

and assistance in case of disease, is this—that

they have devoted themselves, more or less

exclusively, to learn and practice the art of

healing.” But this art is one of the most ex-

tensive fields of human exertion, comprising

within its legitimate limits many of the most

important sciences. How absurd then is it

to imagine that any single individual can

make himself so thoroughly acquainted with

every department of this immense science as

to render himself fit to practice in them all

!

Mere theoretical knowledge, however indis-

pensable, is not enough :—the application of

principles to the infinitely diversified and

complicated cases that occur every day is a

far more arduous task than the acquisition of

a perfect knowledge of those principles, and

is only to be correctly made by those who
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compare their abstract knowledge with their

actual experience.

My offices of Surgeon to the Royal Dis-

pensary for Diseases of the Ear, and Aurist

to their late Majesties George IV. and Wil-

liam IV., his late Royal Highness the Duke

of Kent, and other members of the present

Royal Family, have, during the last twenty-

two years, brought under my notice upwards

of 20,000 persons, from the highest to the

lowest, afflicted with deafness and other dis-

eases of the Ear ;* and consequently I have

had a mass of practical experience that had

never fallen to the lot of any previous practi-

tioner in this country. The principles of my
practice, and the success that has attended

it, may be seen detailed at large in my
Treatise on the Physiology and Diseases of

the Ear, of which a Sixth Edition has been

published.

Many are of opinion that it is infra

dignitatem in an author to abridge his own

* Vide the last Report of the Royal Dispensary for Dis-

eases of the Ear.
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productions; but, as my object is to do good,

by giving useful advice to those who have

neither time nor inclination to study more

elaborate works, I shall not allow such a con-

sideration to influence me. Were it neces-

sary, however, to cite precedents in defence

of this measure, we have only to look to

Germany—a country confessedly among the

foremost in literature and science—where it is

a frequent practice with learned and scientific

men to publish Ahlturzungen^ or abridgements

of their important works, for the benefit of

the more general public.

That this little work may answer the. end

proposed, and thereby help to diminish the

mass of human suffering and inconvenience,

is my earnest wish.

JOHN HARRISON CURTIS.

2, Soho Square.
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<?fc. (Sfc.

I SHALL introduce my subject by a few

remarks on the division of medical labour

—

a point that has frequently been discussed,

but the advantages of which many seem still

inclined to doubt. I think it will be suffi-

ciently evident, however, on a little reflection,

that the man who devotes all the energies of

his mind to one pursuit, will thus acquire an

intuitive knowledge, which cannot be ex-

plained in words, or conveyed by signs;

—

witness the wonderful performance of the

B
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Prince of Violinists, as an exemplification

of this remark.

Few, I apprehend, will deny that surgery

has been greatly benefited by being sepa-

rated from medicine
;

for, in an art where

manual dexterity is absolutely essential to

the safe and expeditious performance of dif-

ficult operations, every one must perceive

that such dexterity can be acquired only by

daily practice. The surgeon was originally

merely the servant of the physician. Medi-

cine, in early times, was chiefly practised by

the ministers of religion
;
and, as the sacer-

dotal character did not permit them to have

connexion with blood, the surgeon was called in

as their attendant, to perform those operations

which the sacredness of their functions did

not allow them themselves to execute. Thus,

the first step towards improvement was the

practice of surgery getting into the hands of

the laity, and being exercised as a distinct

profession.

Surgery has since been subdivided into

many branches, with much benefit to the

community. Who has not heai-d of the

difierence between dental surgery now and
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what it was fifty years ago ? Then, if a

tooth was lost, the countenance was pro-

bably disfigured, or the speech impaired, for

life.* Now, one or a dozen may be supplied

in such a manner as to assist in mastication,

and hardly to be distinguished from the

natural teeth. In the art of tooth-drawing

equally great improvements have been made,

and the sufferer from tooth-ache has now no
reason to defer extraction from the fear of

thereby increasing the evil.

Another subdivision in surgery was the

department of the aurist ;f and here I trust

• The teeth are essentia] to the appearance and sym-
metry of the countenance

;
without them, that contour and

harmony of features which the face ought to possess are

wanting
: yet they are liable to more speedy decay than the

other parts of the body from their greater exjiosure to ex-

ternal causes, which act upon and destroy their enamel and

osseous substance. When deprived of the teeth, not only

is the beauty of the visage impaired, but the food being no

longer sufficiently comminuted, digestion is imperfectly

performed, and stomach complaints, with a decay of ge-

neral health, are too often the consequence.

t Ihe first author among the French, who treated the

ear scientifically, was Duverney
;

his work appeared in

1 683 : but the earliest printed book on the anatomy of the

ear that I have seen, is by Julius Casseriiis, a Paduan,
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I may without vanity refer to my own works

and my own practice, as evidences that the

public have reaped advantage from my al-

most exclusive study of the ear. Until I

turned my attention to it, little had been

effected for diseases of that organ: indeed,

nothing but a love of the science, a desire of

relieving my afflicted fellow-creatures, and

a determination not to be baffled in my
pursuit, could have induced me to persevere

as I have done for the last twenty-two years.

Mr. Saunders, after bestowing considerable

time and attention on the ear, was disheart-

ened at the neglect he experienced, and in

consequence relinquished it for the profession

of the oculist—a third shoot from the stem

of surgery, and one to which I have also for

published in 1600, and entitled De Vocis Auditusque Or-

ganis Historia Anatomica, containing numerous fine plates.

It shews that, since his time, little additional information

has been obtained on the structure of this organ
;

for several

of what are now considered to be the discoveries of Hunter,

Monro, Blumenbach, and others, in its comparative ana-

tomy, may be found here. The volume formerly belonged

to Mr. Monk Mason, and was purchased at his sale by Mr.

Bohn, from whom I procured it. It is, in all probability,

a unique copy.
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some years devoted my leisure; the fruits

of which may be seen in my recent Treatise

on the Eye. ITie intimate connexion which

exists between the ear and eye first led

me to the study of the latter, having

found, in several cases, that while prescrib-

ing only for diseases of the ear, I had un-

intentionally cured those of the eye at the

same time. I have not the most remote in-

tention of abandoning the ear, however suc-

cessful I may be with the eye
;
but, having

now overcome many difficulties and much
opposition, and having lately received great

encouragement, I am resolved to apply

my best energies to the diseases of the ear

as long as I live.

Certain it is, that the treatment of

those diseases is almost unknown to medi-

cal practitioners, even of eminence. Mr.

Abemethy himself told me that he did not

understand the treatment of such diseases;

and my own father, who was a physician,

and practised for upwards of fifty years,

knew but little of this intricate organ, and

strongly dissuaded me from attending to

what he called so unsatisfactory a subject.
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Much of the difficulty that has hitherto

deterred medical students from its investiga-

tion is now, I am happy to say, removed

;

and whoever will study attentively my Trea-

tise on the Physiology and Pathology of the

Ear, together with my Chart of the diseases

to which it is liable, pointing out their order,

classification, seat, symptoms, causes, and

treatment, comparing the descriptions, con-

tained in these with my coloured Map of the

Anatomy of the Ear, shewing its external,

intermediate, and internal structure, with the

bones in situ, and the principal nerves and

blood-vessels in its immediate vicinity—may
soon gain a knowledge of this organ; conse-

quently there is no longer any excuse for

medical men being ignorant thereof. Still,

it must ever remain true, that daily practice

and observation only can confer that tactus

eruditus which enables the aurist at once

to ascertain the precise situation and charac-

ter of disease, and can teach him how to

apply such remedies as experience has shewn

him to be most suitable.

But a knowledge of the ear and its diseases

will never be general among the profession
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in this country, until the Court of Examiners

of the College of Surgeons insist upon an ac-

quaintance therewith, as one of the necessary

qualifications of a surgeon.

I may remark, that the works published in

this country on the ear are few and incom-

plete
;
and this arises principally from the

want of sufficient experience and practice on

the part of their authors. The best of them

are in a great measure occupied with criti-

cisms (not always fair and friendly) of other

similar works; and seldom indeed do they

furnish us with any new facts or discoveries

in the treatment of the diseases of the ear.

A foreign book on the ear, by a Dr. Kramer,

recently translated into English, however,

completely eclipses all previous works in

these valuable qualities : and as it contains

some observations relative to myself, I feel it

incumbent on me to take this opportunity of

noticing it. His work is distinguished far

more by its sweeping condemnation of all

previous writers and practitioners on the

ear, than by originality, or an extensive ac-

quaintance with the subject which it purports

to treat. The author has preferred the easy
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task of censuring others, to the more difficult

one of adding to our knowledge.

As far as 1 am concerned, the learned Dr.

has assuredly been somewhat unfair
;
and if

he has not been more careful to ascertain and

to write the truth respecting the other topics

treated of in his book, than he has respecting

myself, it must be throughout a remarkably

veracious performance. In the first place, he

refers to the earliest edition of my Treatise on

the Ear, published in 1817: a work which

has since passed through six editions, the

last of which appeared in 1836. Even were

he ignorant of the fact, that my treatise has

been repeatedly republished, on what princi-

ple did he assume that I still adhere to all

the views expressed in the first edition, and

have not in the least profited by the extensive

and daily experience which he knows I have

for the subsequent twenty years enjoyed ?

But, passing this, he represents me as em-

ploying and recommending modes of treat-

ment which I never practised—which will

not be found in any of my works—and

which, I venture to say, could never enter

the mind of any one possessing even the most
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moderate share of acquaintance with the

ear.

I have deemed it a duty I owe to myself

and the public to reply thus far to a writer

who appears to be restrained by no feeling

either ofjustice or shame
;
and who has taken

upon himself to condemn, in the severest and

most contemptuous manner, the works of men

infinitely his superiors in acoustic surgery.

The most learned and wise are ever the most

modest—ever most ready to acknowledge the

merits of others, and to give to every fellow-

labourer his just meed of praise. Taking this

disposition as a test of extensive and profound

acquirement. Dr. Kramer will indeed be

found w^anting. I shall only add, I have the

satisfaction of knowing that two of the ablest

German physicians have considered my works

deserving of being rendered into their ver-

nacular tongue : Dr. Robbi, of Leipsic, has

translated my Treatise on the Ear, and

another work; and Dr. Weise that on the

Deaf and Dumb
; each of which works they

have enriched with many useful notes. The
former gentleman has also done me the
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honour to dedicate to me his valuable Ency-

clopaedia of Anatomy.

Having made these preliminary remarks,

I shall now, for the information of the ge-

neral reader, very briefly describe the ana-

tomy of the ear in man.

The human ear consists of three principal

divisions, viz. an external, intermediate, and

internal ear. The parts of the first division

are called the helix, antihelix, tragus, anti-

tragus, lobe, cavitas innominata, scapha, and

concha. In the middle of the external ear

is the meatus. ITie external or outward

ear is designed by nature to stand promi-

nent, and thus contribute to the s}Tnmetry

of the head : but in Europe it is greatly

flattened by the pressure of dress : it con-

sists chiefly of elastic cartilage, formed into

several hollows or sinuosities, all leading

into each other, and finally terminating in

the concha, or immediate opening into the

tube of the ear. This shape is admirably

adapted for receiving, collecting, and retain-

ing sound, so that it may not pass off, or be

sent too rapidly to the seat of impression.
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The next division is the intermediate ear,

which consists of the tympanum, mastoid

cells, and Eustachian tube. The tympanum

contains four small delicate bones, viz. the mal-

leus (or hammer), incus (or anvil), stapes (or

stirrup), and osorbiculare (or orbicular bone),

which last is joined to the incus. The inter-

mediate ear is an irregular cavity, having the

membrana tympani stretched across its ex-

tremity : this cavity communicates with the

external air through the Eustachian tube,

which opens into the fauces, or throat. The
membrane of the tympanum is intended to

carry the vibrations of the atmosphere, col-

lected by the outward ear, to the chain ofbones

which form the peculiar mechanism of the

tympanum.

The third division of the organ is the in-

ternal ear, called the labryinth : it is divided

into the vestibule, three semicircular canals,

and the cochlea, the whole being incased

within the petreous portion of the temporal

bone. The internal ear may be considered

as the actual seat of the organ : it consists of

a nervous expansion, of high sensibility, the

sentient extremities of which spread in every
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direction, and inosculate with each other in

the most minute manner, forming plexuses,

by which the sense of hearing is increased.

Here, also, sound is collected and retained

by the mastoid cells and cochlea. To this

apparatus is added a fluid, contained in sacs

and membranes.

To man, the importance of hearing is very

great
;

for by it, his harangue is heard in the

senate, and his commands in the field. The
parts essential to the perfect exercise of this

function are ;

—

1. An external ear; whenever this is com-

pletely removed in man, deafness is certain to

ensue. 2. The membrane of the tympanum

:

this may be partially injured, but cannot

be entirely lost, without producing deaftiess.

3. The stapes : all the small bones of the ear,

except the stapes, may be removed 'without

destroying hearing; but the last named is the

only one that prevents the escape of sound

from the internal ear. 4. The aperture of the

Eustachian tube
;
which preserves the access

of air through the throat to the tympanum.

That this is a necessary part, is e’vident from

the structure of the ear in the tortoise and
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frog, which have no external ear, but an en-

larged Eustachian tube placed behind the roof

of the mouth, 5. The presence of a fluid in

the internal ear : by the vibrations of which

the acuteness of impression is heightened.

The general structure of the ear resembles

a cavern, its form being, as before remarked,

the best adapted for the reception and trans-

mission of sound. It was probably from a

knowledge of this fact in acoustics, that

Dionysius, the Syracusan tyrant, caused a

cavern to be hollowed out in a rock, in the

shape of the human ear, wherein to confine

his state prisoners
;
and by means of tubes

communicating with his palace, he was en-

abled to hear their conversations, and hence

obtained evidence by which either to con-

demn or acquit them. It is related by

classic writers, that even the slightest move-

ment or the faintest sigh of the wretched

inmates of this dungeon reached the chamber

of their inhuman oppressor.

The impressions received by the organ of

hearing are conveyed through the medium of

the air, which acquires a tremulous motion or

vibration from the action of the body com-
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municating sound; and as these motions or

vibrations succeed each otiier, sound is di-

rected to, and impressed on, the thin mem-
brane stretched obhquely across the auditory

passage, where it produces a similar motion,

and excites the sense of hearing, with a mys-

terious yet most efficient precision, and with

a certainty of result invariably corresponding

to the consecutive causes of sound.

In all animals the ear is divided into an

external and internal part
;
and the difference

in its structure is greater internally than

externally. In quadrupeds the variations

are also much more marked than in the

other classes of animals: but whatever dif-

ferences of structure occur, the animal is

thereby better fitted for its peculiar circum-

stances and mode of life. For, when we

remember that all are the production of

Infinite Wisdom, we may rest assured that

even the slightest varieties of structure have

their uses, and are not the result of acci-

dent. The sense of hearing is one of the

most powerful helps to preservation that

animals possess; since it not only foretells

the approach of danger, but is also the
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means of effecting the reunion of individual

families, and of congregating large numbers

of a species for defence or migration. By
it, too, they are assisted in finding their

prey
;
and hence this faculty is wanting only

in the very lowest in the scale of animated

nature.*

The form and situation of the ear, how'-

ever, as well as the delicacy and peculiarity

of its structure, render it liable to injury

from many causes
;

and unless particular

attention be paid to its preservation, it is

rare that it retains its powers in any consi-

derable degree of perfection beyond middle

life. But as I do not profess to specify here

all the diseases of this organ, I shall only

subjoin some observations on such as are

most frequent, or are otherwise remarkable. 1

As a proof, if any were required, of the

* Those who are interested in the instructive study of

comparative anatomy will find a mass of very curious facts

relative to the form, capabilities, &c. of the ear in man,

quadrupeds, birds, fishes, and insects, in the last edition

of my Treatise on the Physiology and Diseases of the Ear,

in which work I have entered fully into the subject, and

condensed much valuable information from various British

and foreign sources.
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great prevalence of diseases of the organ of

hearing, the following tabular report of the

number of patients, and of their respective

diseases, attending in the course of a single

day at the Royal Dispensary for the Diseases

of the Ear, is subjoined. Maladies affecting

this highly important organ are far more fre-

quent than is generally admitted or supposed,

and are also much more amenable to treat-

ment than either the profession or the public

at large were until recently inclined to credit.

DISEASES. NO.

Otorrhcea

Otitis

Tinnitus Aurium

Herpes

Obstruction of the Eustachian Tube

Polypus

Nervous Deafness

Paracusis

Deafness from superabundant secretion of cerumen

Deafness from diseased secretion

Deafness attended with deficiency of secretion .

.

Deaf and Dumb . . - •

Deafness from Scarlatina Maligna

Deafness from Bathing

Deafness from Syphilis

Deafness from Accidents, &c

J3

7

21

2

2

3

18

4

9

5

13

2

4

3

2

6

114
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One of the most prevalent diseases of the

ear is a purulent discharge called otorrhoea.

It is generally brought on by exposure to

cold, and is not unfrequently the conse-

quence of an attack of fever. Though it

is often a serious, and always a disagreeable

complaint, yet, if attended to in time, it is

easily cured. It may be divided into three

distinct stages : the first is simply a discharge

from the ear, unaccompanied with any thing

of an alarming nature
;

in the second form the

discharge is combined with fungus or poly-

pus ; and in the third the bones are involved,

which becoming carious, the disease often ter-

minates fatally.*

The first form yields to simple remedies

;

but when the discharge is long continued,

degenerating into the chronic state, there

may be danger in checking it too suddenly.

* As further evidence how little practitioners in general

know of the ear, I may mention, that a modern writer, in

his Practice of Physic, which is certainly, as a whole, the

best work of the kind in our language, recommends two

drachms of pyroligneous acid in six ounces of water to be

injected into the ear in this disease ! It is unnecessary to

state the mischief such an application would cause, in case

of any unsoundness of the organ.

C
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Even in the second form, after the removal

of a fungous or polypous excrescence by

manual interference, or local remedies adapted

to the nature of the case, the application of

mild and cautious means has usually been

found, in my experience, to be sufficient for

its cure. But the third stage is the most

formidable
;
and M. Lallemand (a celebrated

professor of Montpellier) has given an alarm-

ing picture of the danger accompanying it.

However mild this disease may be in the first

instance, if neglected or improperly treated,

the discharge changes from a mucous to a pu-

rulent form, accompanied by that distinctive

fetor which marks the destruction of the bones.

Several fatal cases are adduced by this gentle-

man, shewing the importance of early attention,

as well as the danger of improper treatment.

Otitis, or ear-ache, is an inflammatory

affection of an exceedingly painful nature.

Children frequently sufler from this disease

;

but most commonly it attacks persons who
heat themselves by violent exercise in the

open air. Like other inflammatory diseases,

it assumes two forms—the acute and the

chronic, and is susceptible of those appli-
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cations and modes of treatment which are

employed under analogous circumstances. A
strong fomentation of poppy-heads will ge-

nerally alFord relief; but should the disease

be caused by a carious tooth, as is often the

case, the tooth ought to be removed. The
acute form is easily reheved by reducing the

local inflammation, and increasing the action

of the primse viae; but in the chronic form the

cure will, of course, be comparatively tedious,

though even in these cases the disease will

yield to appropriate constitutional treatment.

A third and very common disease is an

herpetic eruption, appearing chiefly on the

external part of the ear, but not unfrequently

involving the passage also. The eye like-

wise is sometimes affected, and even the

whole head. It causes a thickening of the

skin, and sometimes even a discharge from

the meatus : the thickening occasionally

closes the passage, and brings on deafiiess.

This disease is very frequent among children,

in Avhom it appears at an early age. It is

also to be met vdth in adults, especially in

such as are of a scrofulous habit. Its duration

depends much upon the general health
;
and
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it may be considered rather as an anno}dng

than a dangerous affection, though if neg-

lected it frequently becomes serious. It is

often aggravated by patients rubbing the

parts with their hands.

Nervous deafness is a disease that attacks

all classes, and is particularly prevalent

among females : it assumes a variety of

appearances; and though one of the most

troublesome affections to which the ear is

exposed, yet, if taken in time, and properly

treated, it is not difficult of cure. Few
persons are aware of the mode in which in-

cipient deafness may be detected: I will there-

fore just mention, that if they cannot hear

distinctly a watch tick when held at arm’s

length, it is full time to pay attention to the

organ, for if it should be neglected, confirmed

deafness may ensue. When of long standing,

however, and the ear has become habituated

to mistaken impressions and false perceptions

of sound, it proves exceedingly obstinate.

Still, even in these cases, a knowledge of

the disease, and perseverance in a right

course, vill effect much. In the generality

of cases of nervous deafness that have come
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under my view, either nothing has been at-

tempted by way of relief, or what has been

prescribed has not been followed up. Many
persons, but especially those not dependent on

labour for their support, are prone to neglect

this malady. When accompanied with noise

in the ears {tinnitus aurium), which is perhaps

one of the most unpleasant affections to which

the ear is hable, and which is frequently found

so troublesome to the practitioner, it is often

indicative either of apoplexy or some other

morbid affection of the brain, from which, at

a certain time of life, there is always great

danger of a fatal termination. Ivmitus au-

rium is often induced by high living, intem-

perance, mental excitement, &c.* There are

• All these causes affect the ear through their action on

the great sympathetic nerve, the stomach being first affected ;

hence in such cases of tinnitus, remedial measures should be

directed in the first instance to the removal of the derange-

ments of the organs of digestion, which alone will sometimes

suffice to cure the disease of the ear This accounts for the

great utility in tinnitus aurium of quinine, joined with vale-

rian, which I have lately employed in many instances both at

the Dispensary and in my private practice, and always with

benefit. It is to be noticed that much depends on the fresh-

ness of the valerian, which is better when pounded than when

ground, as it is the less liable to adulteration.
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two kinds of nervous deafness, attended with

tinnitus aurium, the one erythritic, the other

torpid; the former may be considered as the

acute, the latter as the chronic variety. In

apoplectic cases, with faltering of speech and

blindness, we find deafness also produced by

the general affection of the head.

A. disease of the auditory nerve, like that

of the retina in gutta serena, is not an unfre-

quent complaint; and I have lately pursued

the same treatment as for amaurosis in several

cases.

The discoveries of those distinguished con-

tinental physiologists, Magendie and Manec,

respecting the great sympathetic nerve con-

nected with the ganglionic plexus, which is

situated near the stomach, and which exerts

such a leading influence on all the organs of

sense, but more particularly on the ear and

eye, have tended much to elucidate nervous

affections. I have myself also had the satis-

faction of tracing the intimate connection of

those nerves, while dividing the sdinilunar

ganglia and solar plexus, in the dissecting-

room of King’s College, which I did in the

presence of Mr. Partridge, the able and
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scientific Professor of Anatomy to the

College. If the stomach be the centre of

sympathy, as is now universally acknowledged,

practitioners ought to bear in mind, that any

derangement of its nerves may produce ana-

logous affections.*

Worms are often the cause of deafness in

children, and sometimes also in adults.f In-

deed, the causes from which deafness arises

are as various as the different degrees in

which it occurs. Among the most promi-

nent may be mentioned, besides thosh already

enumerated, early neglect, scarlatina maligna,

inflammation of the tympanic cavity, fever.

• For a description of the nerves connected with the

ear and eye, see the plate in my Treatise on the Kar, ex-

hibiting the nerves of the organs of sensation from tlieir

origin to their termination: and also my Map of tlie Prin-

cipal Nerves and Blood Vessels of the Head.

t A singular instance of deafness caused by worms oc-

curred some years since. Lady was extremely deaf,

and her case resisted all the means I tried, as it had previously

done those employed by others whom she had consulted. I

was induced, therefore, to call in tlie late Ur. John Sims, the

then consulting physician to the Royal Dispensary for

Diseases of the Ear. He ordered her ladyship large doses

of oil of turpentine, which removed the worms, and thereby

cured the deafness.
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measles, small-pox, influenza, apoplexy, epi-

lepsy, scrofula, paralysis of the auditory nerve,

scurvy, cancer, suppressed evacuations, men-

tal affections sympathising with the stomach

and bowels, indigestion, hysteria, convulsions,

delirium, coma, intemperance, exposure to

cold, heavy discharges of artillery, &c.

Many are undoubtedly deaf from sheer

negligence;—they have, according to the

clever, though eccentric. Dr. Kitchiner, only

hearing enough to catch the sound of the

dinner-bell, and sight suflScient to find a

spoon;—they are accustomed never to at-

tend when first spoken to ; but answer you

with a “Was that you?” “ Pray did you

speak?” “ What did you say ?” “Eh?w"hat?

eh?”—and their idleness and inattention

daily growing upon them, they become in time

really deaf
;
not from any defect or disease,

but from absolute sluggishness. With such

persons it is obvious the aurist has nothing to

do. They must, if they wdsh to hear, rouse

themselves frotn their lethargy, and, as Mrgil

has it, arrectis auribus, listen attentively to

those who address them.

Among the various causes of deafoess, a
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very simple one is often overlooked, viz. an

accumulation of inspissated or hardened ce-

rumen.* This accumulation takes place at

the inner extremity of the meatus, and oc-

curs at all ages, frequently from the most

trivial causes. The state of the secretion at

the same time undergoes a considerable

change; and the case is not unfrequently

confounded with nervous deafness and other

affections of the ear. Cases of this nature

require that the ear be inspected, by which

the cause of the inconvenience may often

readily be detected. Having done this, relief

may almost as readily be afforded, and the

hearing restored, by having the hardened se-

cretion dissolved by proper applications, and

afterwards removing it by the careful use of

the syringe. The importance of great care

in the selection of the syringe which is em-

ployed, must be manifest, those in general

* Some physiologists have contended that there is a muscle

whose office it is to expel the cerumen
;
and I was formerly

inclined to coincide with them in this opinion
;
but farther

examination has convinced me that there is no muscle for

this specific purpose, but that the wax is expelled during

mastication, when in a healthy state.
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use being much too large
;
indeed some per-

sons recommend instruments of such a ca-

pacity that they can also be employed for

domestic purposes, so that a larger and

stronger stream of fluid would be thrown in

than is needed, and endanger rupture of the

membrane of the tympanum; and any one who
is acquainted with the anatomy of the internal

organ of hearing will be readily enabled to

appreciate the serious consequences which

would result from forcibly injecting a volume

of fluid into the tympanic cavity, and where

there is a previous rupture, with disorgani-

zation, the results would be still more serious.

By neglecting this persons often labour under

deafness for a considerable time, and use an

instrument, entertaining an idea that they are

afflicted with an incurable disease, never

imagining that so serious an evil depends on

so trifling a cause.

Deafiiess is not unfrequently attended with

a deficiency of the cerumen, and its re-secre-

tion must be induced as a means of restoring

the function of hearing. To effect this object,

the proper measures must be adopted to re-

excite the glands to action, for which purpose
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I have found a solution of creosote exceed-

ingly useful : when the secretion is unhealthy,

the accumulation of it should be removed

from the meatus.

Many persons are deaf from an obstruction

of the orifice of the Eustachian tube.* An
easy method of knowing whether this be the

ease, is, to place a watch in the patient’s

mouth, or between his teeth. In slight cases

of deafness from this cause, a gargle of

Cayenne pepper and port wine will remove

the obstruction.

Sea-bathing sometimes produces deafness,

by first detaching and afterwards dissolving

the cerumen, which, covering the mem-
brane of the tympanum, prevents the vibra-

tions of air from reaching it. If the ear be

well sjTinged with water, while the wax is in

that soft state, the hearing will immediately

be restored.

Parents, and others who have the care of

* When ill Paris some years ago, 1 purchased an instru-

ment for injecting the Eustachian tube, made by Charriere
;

and M. Deleau was kind enough to shew me his mode of

employing it, which I have since frequently practised suc-

cessfully.
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young children, should be cautioned against

the too free use of cold bathing; many

children having become deaf by its improper

or unseasonable application, and from their

not being wiped quite dry.

The effect of blows upon the head is often

of the most serious nature
;
and schoolmasters

ought to be careful not to box boys on the

ear, or otherwise strike them upon the head,

as deafness may be caused thereby. A case

occurred at the Dispensary some time since,

in which an usher having hit a lad on the

head with a ruler, deafness was the conse-

quence.

Nursery-maids should be strictly charged

never to set down very young children on

the damp grass; as a cold caught at this

early period of life, before the function of

speech is developed, has not unfrequently

been the cause of deafiiess, and, in conse-

quence, of dumbness; it being evident, that

no language can be spoken correctly, unless

the ear be able to catch all the niceties of

pronunciation, accent, emphasis, &c.

The habit of frightening children is another

source of injury, and is very reprehensible.
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It is an evil, the effects of which remain a

long time, sometimes till death, producing

not only deafness, hut epilepsy, and a long

train of diseases.

When parents find that children in early

infancy are dull of hearing, and do not readily

acquire their speech, but appear to be

deaf and dumb,—if they have not an oppor-

tunity of consulting a medical man, I would

recommend the ears to be well syringed with

wann soap and water
;
and the external part,

together with the sides of the ears, to be

rubbed night and morning with a coarse

linen cloth. Sir Everard Home used to

advise, in cases where children were dull of

hearing, an ointment made of equal parts of

hog’s-lard and soft-soap, to be rubbed, not

only all over the ears, but on each side of the

head in the vicinity of the organ. Though

I do not expect much benefit from this appli-

cation, yet the friction is likely to be of ser-

vice, and deserves a trial.

Mothers cannot be too strongly cautioned

against considering their children deaf and

dumb before they are tested
;

it having been

frequently remarked to me, that infants who
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heard while teething, afterwards became deaf;

consequently deafness in these cases depended

on functional, not structural, derangement,

and the hearing they once had might have

been restored. When a child is supposed to

be born blind, advice is sought : why not also

if suspected to be deaf and dumb ?

The use of warm night-caps is a custom

certainly injurious to the organ of hearing;

and there can be no doubt that deafiiess

arising fi'om cold is very often caused by

persons sleeping Avith the head enveloped

in flannel, and in the day-time, even in

winter, going abroad with the ears completely

exposed. The insuflicient dress of ladies

also renders them peculiarly liable to catch

cold : and hence deafness frequently ensues.

In slight cases, a little eau de Cologne ap-

plied behind the ears, and cleansing them

with soap and water, will generally remove

the complaint. When there is violent pain in

the ear, a few drops of tincture of opium with

oil of almonds, in the proportion of ten drops

of the tincture to a quarter of an ounce of oil,

will often afford relief. But should these

means fail, recourse should be had to pro-
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fessional assistance, as serious disease may
exist, even when least suspected.

The state of the atmosphere has consider-

able influence on the organ of hearing
;
and

it seldom happens that those who live in a

humid or impure air possess acute audition

:

deafness is also much more frequent in such

cases than where the air is pure and whole-

some
;
and hence many of the poorer classes,

who reside in crowded lanes and close alleys,

are dull of hearing. A highly artificial state

of society, too, is not without its effect upon

the ear; in fact, none who are “ in city closely

pent” have that quickness in perceiving

sounds which is common to man in savage

or even in less civilised countries. In New
Spain, deafness and diseases of the ear are

hardly known.

There are probably more deaf persons in

proportion to the number of inhabitants, in

this country than in any other in Europe: in

fact, there are but few who hear very acutely.

How many, for instance, can hear the insects

in the hedges, or a watch tick at the distance

of twelve yards ? which all ought to be able

to do. We know, upon unquestionable au-
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thority, that the Calmucks have a good ear

and a quick eye, and that they can discern an

army or the tramping of horses at a great

distance, when no sound is perceptible to our

ears. Should any doubt the number of deaf

persons in this countr)'^, especially among the

higher ranks and those holding important

situations, he will on inquiry find that not

only are many of them deaf, but that they

have never had any attempt made to restore

their hearing. The reason of this, I appre-

hend, is, that the professional men about them

are, from indifference to the subject, mostly

unacquainted with diseases of the ear.

Generally speaking, few diseases are more

easily cured than those of the ear, if attended

to in 'an incipient stage : and few are more

obstinate when confirmed by neglect or long

standing. Cases of structural defect are at

all times incurable ; but when the derange-

ment is merely functional, there are few

instances in which an early application of

proper remedial means, and strict attention

to what is directed, ^vill not effect a cure.

Nostrums for affections of the ear are now

very properly out of fashion. It cannot be
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denied, that some of them, by moistening the

parts, and gently stimulating the passage, may
have been of service; but to suppose that any
of them could remove a structural defect, only

shews the folly of those who expected relief

from such inadequate means.

Some persons, who dispute the possibility

of curing diseases of the ear, say, that as we
cannot see its inside, we cannot be successful

in our endeavours. But it should be remem-
bered, that neither can the brain nor its mem-
branes, the lungs, heart, stomach, &c. be
seen, and yet diseases affecting those organs

are curable. It may perhaps he urged, that

by means of dissection a knowledge has been
obtained of these parts : then why, I would
ask, may not a knowledge of the ear be ob-

tained in the same way? Besides, experience

is as useful here as in other cases. We know
that a beating noise, like the strokes of a

ponderous hammer, denotes a hardened se-

cretion
;

that a humming, resembling the

rustling of leaves, the blowing of wind, the

falling of water, &c. indicates a nervous affec-

tion, produced by internal causes, and termed

paracusis, frequently a forerunner of apoplexy

D
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or some other alarming mischief, as delirium,

madness,* &c.; and so of other symptoms.

Few need be told, that if they wish to

hear well, and avoid deafness, they must

guard against wet feet, thin shoes, cold cur-

rents and draughts of air, keeping on wet

clothes, sleeping in damp rooms and unaired

beds, going into the night air from heated

apartments, living in marshy and low situa-

tions, &c. Shunning these things, those who

would retain their hearing unimpaired till

old age, should attend to their general health,

breathe a pure air, take as much out-door

exercise as they can, live on plain but nutri-

tious food, keep the mind calm and tranquil,

and be especially careful to prevent consti-

pation of the bowels. Much useful advice on

these points will be found in the last edition

of my work on the Preservation of Health

in Infancy, Youth, Manhood, and Age.

The intrusion of foreign bodies into the

ear is of frequent occurrence. Many cases

have come under my notice, in which children,

• It is a remarkable coincidence, which has frequently

been noticed by medicil writers, that almost all mad persons

complain of noises in the head.
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while at play, have had pins, cherry-stones,

and other extraneous substances, introduced

into the passage. Insects also sometimes get

into the ear, though, from the acridity of the

cerumen, not so often (at least as regards

their penetration into the inner passage) as

might be imagined
;
and as they are unable

to extricate themselves when once involved in

the exterior meatus, they occasion great incon-

venience and uneasiness. In all these cases

a forcible extraction of the intruding body

ought to be avoided; in lieu of which I would

merely recommend dropping a little sweet

oil into the ear, which will instantly destroy

the insects, and afterwards syringing it out with

lukewarm water will generally dislodge them.

Accidents of this kind are frequently

brought to the Dispensary; but if the in-

truding body be difficult to extract, and do not

occasion pain, my invariable practice is, not

to interfere with it
;
and in no instance have I

ever heard of any unpleasant consequences

resulting from this plan.*

The condition of the deaf and dumb can-

• Some years ago, a young lady was brought to my

house early one morning by her mother and sister, who
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not fail to atFect every feeling mind ac-

quainted with the numbers of their fellow-

creatures thus doomed to pass through hfe

deprived of the blessings of hearing and

speech. And when we learn that by proper

attention and examination at an early period

of infancy, a large proportion of these in-

dividuals might have enjoyed the use of

these faculties, our regret is increased to

think that such means have not been tried.

The evil seems chiefly to have arisen from

supposing that all dumb children are totally

stated that a glass bead had accidentally been forced into

one of her ears. On examination 1 found the parts very

much lacerated and covered with blood, and was told that

two surgeons had attempted to remove the bead, without

success. I also endeavoured to extract it; but as it was

impacted at the bottom of the passage, in consequence of

the efforts that had been made to dislodge it, I did not

^succeed. As the young lady cried much, and her mother

and sister were greatly alarmed, I proposed going to Mr.

Cline, which we accordingly did. I expected that he would

renew the attempt to get out the bead, but was surprised to

hear him say, that as there was no pain, he should advise its

being left alone. His advice was followed
;
and in a few

days it came out of itself. Since that time I have uniformly

adopted the same course in cases unattended with pain, well

knowing that serious consequences often ensue from violent

attempts being made to exti'act intruding substances.
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deaf; an assumption utterly without foun-

dation, and one which has been repeatedly

disproved in my own practice. Cases of mal-

formation of the ear are very rare; and,

generally speaking, deafness in infants (for

it is in infancy that a cure should be at-

tempted) is caused by an obstruction of the

Eustachian tubes, or by some other defective

condition of the function of hearing. Were
all children suspected of deafness to be sub-

mitted to an early inspection by competent

persons, instead of being allowed to remain

deaf until nine or ten years old (whereby the

disease is confirmed), and then admitted into

an asylum and treated as incurably deaf, the

result would be very different, and many be

rendered useful members of society, who,

under the present system, are objects of com-

miseration as long they live.

These remarks are made, not from ill-will

towards any men or body of men
; but merely

from a desire that the subject may meet with

that candid examination and strict scrutiny

which its importance deserves. As long ago

as January 11th, 1817, I submitted a plan to

the Committee and Governors of the Deaf and
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Dumb Asylum,* which was, that an aurist by

profession should be appointed to inspect all

infants previous to their admission into that

Asylum; and that, where no structural de-

rangement was discovered, a plan of treatment

should be immediately commenced, having

for its object the restoration of the faculty of

hearing, which being obtained, speech would

naturally follow.

At the time I thus wrote I had good

grounds for what I said
;
but since then the

evidence of the accuracy of my views has

been considerably increased. Several cases

of infant deafness and dumbness have come

under my care, as Surgeon to the Royal Dis-

pensary for Diseases of the Ear; and by adopt-

ing the means above suggested, I have the

happiness to know that these poor children

have been restored to their hearing, and, as a

consequence, to their speech likewise.

Tlie number of deaf and dumb persons

far exceeds what is generally supposed.f

* A'ide the letter in my Essay on the Deaf and Dumb

;

and the Rev. W. Fletcher’s excellent Ohsen’ations on the

same subject. Published by H. Renshaw.

t A circular issued by the Institut Royal de Surdsmuets
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My opinion, that malformation of the organ

is comparatively infrequent, has, I rejoice

to see, received the support of the dis-

tinguished M. Itard, who, in a memoir to

the Minister of fhe Interior, states that ab-

solute deafness is comparatively rare
;
not

above one-fifth of the cases of deafness and

dumbness that have come before him, pre-

senting a state of total deprivation of hear-

ing
;
for it is a fact, that some of the children

in the asylums can hear a little with one ear

—

and, with proper remedies, that little

de Paris shews, that in France, with a population of

23,000,000, there are 20,189 deaf and dumb, i.e. one in

every 1585; in Russia, one in 1584; in America, one in

1556; for all Europe the proportion is as high as one in

1537
;
so that there is ample scope for institutions of this

nature. Those at present existing are inadequate for the ad-

mission of all, or ev*n a large portion of congenital cases of

deafness and dumbness; it being a well-attested fact, tliat

three, four, five, and in some instances even seven, children

in one family are so afflicted. According to a Report of the

London Deaf and Dumb Asylum, it appears that a list of 64

caadidates was presented to the governors, out of which they

were under the painful necessity of electing only 21, thougli

all seemed to have powerful, if not equal claims on their

notice. By the same Report it will be seen, that in seven-

teen families, containing 1 36 children, there were no fewer

than 78 deaf and dumb.
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might be improved. It is full time, there-

fore, that something effectual were done for

this class of sufferers
;
and I am happy to

state, that the benevolent Patrons and Go-

vernors of the Royal Dispensary for Diseases

of the Ear have in contemplation such an

enlargement of the present building as will

enable them to admit infant deaf and dumb
children within its walls, when an early

examination of patients, and a course of con-

stitutional treatment suited to the various

cases, will be entered upon, from w'hich I

confidently anticipate the most cheering re-

sults.*

* On this subject the Editor of the Lancet makes the fol-

lowing judicious observations :

—

“ The condition of the Deaf and Dumb is a subject of

great interest with every humane man. Milton has de-

scribed want of vision as ‘ wisdom at one entrance quite shut

out the same description forcibly applies to those unfor-

tunate beings who are devoid of that grand inlet of know-

ledge—hearing
;
and who, as a natural consequence, are

likewise destitute of one of the most useful attributes of man

—

speech. It is not sufficiently considered, that hearing is the

grand incentive to speaking
;

for if sounds be not heard and

discriminated, they cannot be imitated. The child, in his

early attempts at speech, is guided by the ear, which leads

him to the imitation of vocal sounds
;

it follows, therefore,
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Before closing this part of my subject, I

beg to subjoin a few remarks on the Royal

Dispensary for Diseases of the Ear, of which

1 have the honour to be the founder. When
I first made known my intention of establish-

ing such an institution, I was told that there

were not in the metropolis sufficient cases of

deafness, and other diseases of the ear, to

render such an attempt necessary; which,

indeed, for some time, from the few applica-

tions, and still fewer subscriptions, 1 almost

thought must be the fact; and had it not been

for the persuasion of the venerable Arch-

fhat those who are born deaf, or who are affected with deaf-

ness before the power of articulation is attained, necessarily

remain without the power of speech. Congenital deafness,

and that which is observable soon after birth, Mr. Curtis be-

lieves to be frequently dependent upon casual circumstances

only
;
and he insists upon the necessity of treatment in early

infancy, before the disease has been confirmed by time and

habit. At the London Deaf and Dumb Asylum, however,

children are not eligible until nine years of age, and are re-

ceived under eleven years and a half
;
the advanced age at

which patients are admissible is of course unfavourable to

medical treatment. Mr. Curtis is entitled to the best thanks

of the public, for having drawn attention to the fact, that

many cases of deaf and dumb, hitherto considered hopeless,

admit of palliation and cure.”
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deacon Bowyer, whom I had the happiness

to relieve about that period, I believe I should

have abandoned my purpose. The Dispen-

sary has now, however, stood the test of

twenty-two years; upwards of 10,240 patients

having been cured or reheved. Sometimes

as many as 150 persons have received advice

and assistance in one day; and it is a source

of the highest satisfaction to me to know

that, out of so many applicants, not one has

ever been made worse by the treatment em-

ployed; but that the majority have been

enabled to return to their various avocations,

for which they were before incompetent.*

Mild and gentle means are those invariably

adopted at the Dispensary; for I am con-

vinced that nothing has tended more to

weaken the confidence of the public in some

of our best institutions for the relief of the

* The state of mind in deaf persons has frequently been

noticed : the deaf, indeed, are generally low-spirited and

fretful
;
the blind, on the contrary, are usually cheerful.

The former brood hopelessly over tlieir misfortune, being by

it completely isolated from society; the latter confidently

anticipate relief. The deaf, too, according to M. Andral,

are short-lived
;
while daily observation shews us that the

blind are remarkable for longevity.
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afflicted poor, than the performance of bold

and dangerous operations.

This institution was not brought to its

present condition without unwearied exertion

and unceasing perseverance : for the first six

years of its existence, I was never absent a

single day.

Many noblemen and gentlemen, patrons of

the Dispensary, have lately visited it; some of

whom have remained upwards of two hours, in

order to be the better able to judge for them-

selves of its utility. Among these may be men-

tioned, the I'larl of Harewood, the Earl of

Tankerville, the Earl of Lincoln, the Bishop

of Bath and Wells, the Bishop of Derry, as

well as several of the most distinguished

members of the medical profession.

The interesting science of acoustics pre-

sents too wide a field to be entered on here:

I shall therefore merely describe some inven-

tions for the assistance of the incurably deaf.

As being the first contrivance of the kind,

I shall commence by introducing my acoustic

chair, which is an improved application of

the principles of the apparatus called the in-
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visible girl. The intention of this chair is, to

enable a deaf person, seated in it, to hear and

join in conversation, without inconvenience

or effort ;—and by means of additional tubes,

carried to other rooms, he might also hear

whatever transpires in them. One of its

great advantages consists in this; that the

person sitting in it hears at the opposite side

to that at which he is addressed, thus avoid-

ing the unpleasant and injurious practice of

the speaker coming so close as to render his

breath offensive, and probably cause a relax-

ation of the membrane of the t}Tnpanum.

This is an effect commonly produced by the

use of flexible tubes, or voice conductors, as

they are called, which are as often employed

for speaking through, as for hearing with:

and it is a certain fact, that many persons,

after having used them for half an hour, are

for a time quite deaf, from this cause alone.

This invention is of the size of a large

library chair, with a high back, to which are

affixed two barrels for sound, and at the ex-

tremity of each is a perforated plate, that

collects sound, into a paraboloid vase, from

every part of the room, and impresses it more
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sensibly on the ear, by giving it only a small

quantity of air. The converse end of the

vase serves to reflect the voice, and to render

it moire distinct. By means of sufficient

tubes, this chair might be made to convey

intelligence from St. James’s to the Houses

of Lords and Commons, and even from Lon-

don to Windsor.

I have lately constructed an acoustic table,

also, which cannot fail to be of great service,

as it enables those using it to hear while

writing, or engaged in any operation in which

tables are required. A somewhat similar one,

I have been informed, was made sometime

since for a distinguished foreigner at Berlin.

Another invention of mine is a trumpet

with two apertures, called the compound

trumpet, one to be inserted into the meatus^

and the other into the mouth
; by which a

twofold advantage is gained, the deaf person

receiving sounds at the same time both by

the external auditory passage, and by the

Eustachian tube. The inconvenience at-

tending the use of this instrument precludes

its adoption by any but those who are very

deaf, for whom alone it is intended

A curious little tin trumpet, which can be
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held in the hand without being observed, I have

called the conoidal trumpet; its construction

is somewhat similar to that of the internal ear;

its compact form renders it very convenient,

and is much liked by deaf persons : it was in-

vented by Don Consul Jovis of Cadiz. One of

these M^as given me by a Spanish gentleman

whom I cured of deafness. In some cases it

is found to be of considerable benefit; but

still I must, once for all, assure my readers,

that it is useless ever to expect to hear so

well with a short trumpet, however excellent,

as with a long one. Hence it is that persons

are generally so little satisfied with trumpets

:

they expect one not longer than the meatus

to enable them to hear as well as if it were

two feet in length. The thing is impossible

:

and it cannot be too plainly stated, that the

longer the trumpet, the greater will be its

power—it is with it just as with the lever in

mechanics.* The trumpet I use for ex-

* Hence we may form some conception of the absurdity

of deaf persons exjjecting to hear the faintest whisper in a

public room by means of voice conductors of the size of a

seven shilling piece, or only a quarter of an inch in diameter,

as frequently may be seen advertised, and also of the audacity

of those who try to j)ersuade them that such is the case.
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amining deaf and dumb patients is about

eight feet long.

I have also invented a hearing-trumpet,

somewhat like a telescope, named a conical

trumpet. It is of a very convenient con-

struction, and shuts up into a small case for

the pocket. In addition to other inventions,

I have lately constructed some small ear-

caps, with and without tubes, which, being

placed over the ear, collect sound from dif-

ferent parts of the room
;
and for deaf persons

while eating, reading, or otherwise engaged,

they are found very serviceable and agreeable.

At the same time I may remark, that my ori-

ginal telescope ear-trumpet, from its great

power, portability, convenience, and cheap-

ness, is now generally preferred.

A few evenings since I presented to the

Royal Society the most recent foreign inven-

tion for assisting hearing, in which I have

effected several improvements, and to which

the name soniferous coronal has been given.

It is a small instrument and is fixed over the

head, from the top of which the sound is con-

veyed by two small tubes to the ears. It re-

ceived the approbation of the Society, who
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returned me their thanks for the instrument,

which with many persons appears to be a

great favourite, and may in some cases be of

service, although it must be confessed to be

inferior in power and serviceableness to a

common tin trumpet.*

Ear cornets, which were originally invented

in France, when constantly worn are decidedly

injurious, producing head-ache, and some-

times even tinnitus
;
nor do they possess suf-

ficient power to be of much service except in

those slight cases where the use of any in-

strument whatever is objectionable, and

hence they are now falling rapidly into dis-

use. Their continual use, moreover, soon

deprives them of the little utility which, if

only occasionally resorted to, they may some-

times have. The hard ivory tips of comets,

as commonly constructed, by keeping up an

undue and painful pressure upon the external

* This instrument, as well as my various other instru-

ments, may be had of Messrs. Philp and Wicker (late

Savigny), St. James’s-street; and Mr. S. Maw, 11, Alders-

gate street. Surgical and Acoustic-Instrument Makers to the

Royal Dispensary for Diseases of the Ear; also of Mr.

W'eiss, in the Strand.
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meatus, are also productive of great pain

and soreness. This evil I have lately obviated

by the employment of caoutchouc for the

tips, a substance admirably adapted for this

purpose by its elasticity and pliability.

A long tin trumpet, manufactured by Mr.

Weiss, Surgeons’ Instrument-maker, Strand,

which I lately saw, seems to possess great

power.

A new instrument called the otosole, made

of the trumpet shell and mounted with silver,

answers very well.

I might enumerate many other instruments

which are in my possession, some of them of

complex construction, atid others of a more

simple kind; as also some that I have re-

cently received from France; but those

noticed are the most important.*

The proper selection of an acoustic instru-

ment for the use of the incurably deaf, has

been deemed of so much importance that a

committee has been appointed by the British

Association, for the purpose of considering

• A model of my Acoustic Chair, as well as my various

new and improved Acoustic Instruments, may be seen ut the

Polytechnic Institution, Regent Street.

E
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and reporting on the instruments which may

be deemed best adapted for assisting the hear-

ing. I am glad to find that a scientific body

like the British Association has taken up the

subject, as it will have the effect of taking

it out of the hands of advertising empirics;

but, at the same time, I must confess

that I am at a loss to conceive on what

grounds they will be able to form their opi-

nion. A committee of deaf persons w’ould

be better judges.

On the choice, use, and abuse of acoustic in-

struments, a few remarks remain to be made.

1. Of their choice. It is impossible to

lay down rules applicable generally for the

choice of instruments for assisting imper-

fect hearing; what will suit one person ex-

actly is utterly useless to another; and

therefore I would advise that those who re-

quire a trumpet should try several ; still,

there are cases of structural defect in which

no trumpet can be of any use. To those

w^ho w'ish to hear well, and w^ho disregard

the appearance of the trumpet (which, by the

bye, seems to be the crux surdorum), I would

recommend, in ordinary cases, a long tin
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trumpet, in preference to all others; especially

for those who hear best with their mouth

open, or in a carriage. The cheapest, and

even the most unsightly trumpets are often

the best; and a common tin one, of the value

of half-a-crown, collects more sound, and

renders the hearing more acute, than the

German silver ears, which cannot be ob-

tained, if properly made from a wax cast of

the ear of the patient, under £25 : they may
it is true, be worn under a cap or wig with-

out being seen.

2. Of their use. Those who are obliged

to have recourse to a trumpet, should begin

with one of a moderate degree of power, and

use it as sparingly as possible, never employ-

ing it when they can do without it; for the less

a trumpet or any acoustic instrument is used,

i. e. the more rest that is given to the ear at

a time, the better and longer will it answer

the purpose. The constant use of any fixed

acoustic instrument destroys the power of the

ear, and greatly increases the malady.

3. Of their abuse. Ear-trumpets are in-

tended for those who would otherwise be

unable to hear at all
;
yet we often see per-
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sons using them, who, if they were to exert

themselves a little, w'ould he able to hear

without them. This may he considered as

an abuse of them; and such persons should

recollect, that trumpets act on the ear as

glasses do on the eye. Many have injured

their hearing by improper trumpets; and, in

like manner, many have hurt their sight by

unsuitable glasses; and I cannot caution deaf

persons too strongly from the use of hearing

trumpets, voice conductors, ear cornets, and

other acoustic instruments, and neglecting

curative means when labouring under inci-

pient deafness, otorrhoea, or tinnitus.

In conclusion I have only to add, that

these Observations are chiefly drawn from

my Treatise on the Ear, to which I beg to

refer the reader who may be desirous of

further information. The plan of treatment

pursued at the Royal Dispensary is fully

described in it; and I have the satisfaction

of finding, that that plan has thereby become

known and been successfully adopted by the

profession, not only in this country, but also

in France, Italy, Germany, and America.

FINIS.
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three Stages of the Disease, 1. Simple Puriform Discharge from

the Ear; 2. attended with Fungi and Pol)rpi; 3. with Caries of the

Bones.—Causes; Exposure to Cold, Scarlatina Maligna, Inflamma-
tion of the Tympanic Cavity, Fever, iSleas!es, Small-pox. Influenza;

Obstruction of the Eustachian Tube
;
Operations for

;
Diseases of

the Labyrinth, or Internal Ear—constitutional, as Epileptic, Apo-
plectic, attended with Faltering of Speech and Blindness, Nervous,
Scrofulous, Syphilitic, Sec.—local Palsy, as Paralysis of the Auditory

Nerve, Paracusis, Melancholy, accompanied with Noises in the

Head, Madness, defective Organisation, &c.
;
Deafness from early

Neglect, Indolence, Inattention, Scrofula, Scurvy, Cancer, sup-

pressed Evacuations, M ental Affections sympathising with the Stomach
and Bowels, Hysteria, Hypochondriasis, Neura'gia, Inflammation of

the Brain or its Membranes, Convulsions, Delirium, Coma, Gastro-

enteritis, Intemperance, Sec. Sec.
;
The Deaf and Dumb

;
Deafness

concomitant with Dumbness ; Infant Deaf and Dumb curable; Cau-
tions to Parents; the Rev. W. Fletcher’s Remarks; Number of

Deaf and Dumb in Europe. Acoustics; Opinions of the ancient

Philosophers respecting Sound
;
Notices of Pythagoras, Galileo, and

Newton
;
Lord Brougham and Sir Charles Bell’s Illustrations of

Paley’s Theology
;
Description of a new Acoustic Chair, its Advan-

tages and great Capabilities, Sir E. Stracey’s Ear-Trumpet, with a

M outh-piece
;
Trumpets and artificial Ears described

;
various In-

genious Contrivances mentioned
;
occasional Observations by MiM.

Lallemand, Saissy, Robbi, Itard. Scarpa, Desmoulins, Ac. Con-
clusion

;
Foundation of the Royal Dispensary for Diseases of the

Ear, by the Author, in 1816; its Objects; beneficial Eflects of its

Operation
;
since its establi.'hment has cured and relieved upwards

of 10,240 patients. An Account of the Symptoms and Treatment of

many cases closes the Work.

“ It is only by daily practice and observation, joined to an ac-

quaintance with the anatomy of the ear an,l its parts, that a com-
plete knowledge of the treatment of its diseases can be obtained.”

—

Preface.

The design of this work is to convey a plain, yet scientific, know-
ledge of the important subject it discusses.

For testimonials of its value, vide the various Medical and
Literary Journals.
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II. An ESSAY on the DEAF and DUMB; shew-
ing the Necessity of Medical Treatment in early Infancy; with Ob-
servations on Congenital Di-afness

;
and the Opinions of modem

Foreign Authors. Illustrated witli Cases and ITates. Second Edi-
tion. Price lOs. 6d. bds.

Contents;

The Ear, Tongue, Speech, Voice, and the use of the Epiglottis

;

Speech of Animals; Orgsinisation, Growth, and Mental Develop-
ment of Man; Account of Peter the Wild Hoy; the Nerves as the

Organs of Sense : Origin of Ideas
;
Perception

;
Difference between

Ideas and Perceptions
;
Remarks on the Nervous System

;
Causes

of Deafness and Dumbness, remote, pro-vimate, and exciting Causes;
Historical Account of the Art of Teaching the Deaf and Dumb;
Dalgarno’s Instructions

;
Deafness in early Infancy the Cause of

Dumbness ; Case of Congenital Deafness, with the Appearances on
Dissection

;
the Deaf and Dumb curable in early Infancy

;
Mon-

strosities
;
Case of a Clergyman born with two Tongues

;
Caution to

Parents in supposed Cases of Deafness and Dumbness; Treatment
of the Deaf and Dumb; the most frequent Causes of Deafness and
Dumbness in Young Children ;

Observations on Deafness from Ob-
structions of the Eustachian Tubes; on the beneficial Effects of

Emetics; Observations and Experiments of Saissy, Robbi, Itard,

Deleau, Husson, and Professor Buchner; Experiments of Dr. Hamel,
made during his Descent into the Sea in a Diving-bell

;
Mr. Sy-

mond’s two Ascents in a Balloon
;
Author’s Letter to the Committee

of the London Deaf and Dumb Asylum, on the Necessity of a minute

Examination of all Children previous to their Admission into that

Establishment ; Abstract of the Report made by M. Husson to the

Royal Academy of Medicine at Paris, on the Method adopted by M.
Hard for the Cure of the Deaf and Dumb; Diseases of the Deaf and
Dumb; their Treatment, exemplified by Cases.

“ Facts which have come to our knowledge induce us to recommend
practitioners to attend to the sugge8tiou.s of Mr. Curtis, and in cases of
this nature to pause before they doom to a sort of civil banishment un-
happy individuals, whom cautious observation and appropriate manage-
ment might restore to the advantages and plettsures of society. We have
only to direct attention to the details of Mr. Curtis's work, and to ex)ircss
our opinion that bis cases and suggestions deserve consideration.”

—

iWeiltcu-Chirurgical fieview.
“ The condition of the Deaf and Dumb is a subject of great interest

with every humane man. Milton has described w.mt of vision as ‘ wis-
dom atone entrance quite shut out:’ the same description forcibly applies
to those unfortunate beings who are devoid of that grand inlet of know-
ledge—hearing; and who, as a natural consequence, are likewise desti-

tute of one of tlie most useful attributes of man—speech. It is not suffi-

ciently con.sidered, that bearing is the grand incentive to .speaking
;
for if

sounds be not heard and discriminated, tliey cannot be imitated. The
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child, ill his early attempts at speech, is gnided by the ear, which leads
him to the imitation of vocal sounds

;
it follows, therefore, that those who

are born deaf, or who are aftected with deafness before the power of ar-

ticulation is attained, necessarily remain without the power of speech.
Congenital deafness, and that which is observable soon after birth, the
author believes to be frequently dependent upon casual circumstances
only ; ana he insists upon the necessity of treatment in early infancy,
before the disease has been confirmed by time and habit. At the l.nndon
Deaf and Dumb Asylum, however, children are not eligible until nine
years of age, and are received under eleven years and a half ; the ad-
vanced age at which patients are admissible is of course unfavourable to

medical treatment. Mr. Curtis is entitled to the best thanks of the public,

for having drawn attention to the fact, that many cases of Deaf and Dumb,
hitherto considered hopeless, admit of palliation and cure. Five cases are
related at the close of the work, in which children bom deaf and dumb,
and in whom there existed no obvious cause of disease, acquired the
power of hearing and speech. Two of these patients were seven years of
age, and another was six.”

—

Lancet.
“ The public and the profession arc already much indebted to Mr.

Curtis, for his persevering researches in this interesting department of
medical science ; and the work before us will be received as a valuable con-
tribution to the knowledge we already possess of the physiology of those
organs connected with hearing and speech, and the best means of re-

medying the calamities to which they are liable.”

—

Atla.^.
“ A careful perusal of the work before us will convince us that the ne-

cessity of early professional treatment in the case of deafhes.s has not been
sufficiently considered, and that in the first year of infancy the auricular
powers should be tested, and if found defective, medical advice should be
immediately sought. We need nothere acquaint the reader that deafness
in infancy has its sure concomitant in dumbness. The great and pre-
vailing error of parents now is to let the disease take its course, and when
the child is some seven or eight years old, to endeavour to get it into the
Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb. To insist upon tlie merits of Mr. Curtis
would here be superfluous. His works on the ear and its diseases have
become standard authorities, and as such have been translated into va-

rious foreign languages. The volume now before us is second to none that

he has formerly published, in arrangement, scientific research, and ele-

gance of composition
;
whilst it brings before us deafness in anotherlight,

by shewing us how to attack it in infancy, and thus destroy it ere it has
engendered its attending train of evils.”—Metroyolitan Magazine.

III. A CLINICAL REPORT of the ROYAL
DISPENSARY for DISEASES of the EAR, and the DEAF and

DUMB, Dean Street, Soho Square, under the patronage of their

Majesties and the Royal Family; containing an Account of the

number of Patients admitted, cured, and relieved, since its insti-

tution. Price Is.

“ We find that, in several instances of deaf and dumb, which came
under Mr. Curtis’s own care, the patient has been, by comparatively
simple means, furnished first with the exercise of hearing, and subse-
quently with tlie gifi of speech .”—Lniidon .Medical lieposittny.

“It appears that Mr. Curtis has laboured with success, as well as as-

siduity, in the department upon w’hich he has concentrated his attention ;

for it is a fact of peculiar interest, that the deaf and dumb might often be
cured, were they subjected to a proper examination and method of treat-

ment.”—Literary Gazette.
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IV. A NEW and IMPROVED MAP of the
ANATOMY of the EAR, exhibiting its External, Intermediate,

and Internal Structure, with the Hones in situ, together with the

piincipal Ner\'es and Blood-vessels in its immediate vicinity. De-
signed for the use of Students and junior Bractitioners. Fourth

Edition, Price 5s coloured.

“ In this plate, which is beautifully coloured, there are nine figures,

eight of which delineate the parts separately, and tlie ninth exhibits a ge-
neral view of the anatomy of the head in the vicinity of the ear. This
Map is certainly well calculated to facilitate the student’s early acqui-
sitions in aural anatomy, and to him we can recommend it.”—Medico-Clii-
rurgUiil lievirw.

^

V. A SYNOPTICAL CHART of the VARIOUS
DISK.A.SES of the EAR

;
shewing at one view their Order, Classi-

fication, Seat, Symptoms, Causes, and Treatment. Embellished with

a Plate of Barthei-emius Eustachius. Price 2s. 6cl.
;
small. Is.

“ This Chart is beautifully printed, and its contents are cleverly put
together.”

—

Ltmref.
“ This Chart will prove useful to those for whom it is designed—the

student and the junior practitioner.”—/iO«do« Mvdicul and Hurgical
Journal.

“ 'This Chart, from its clear arrangement, is calculated not only for the
profes.sion, but al.-io for tlie information of deaf persona.”—John Bull.

VI. CASES ILLUSTRATIVE of the TREAT-
MENT of DISEASES of the EAR, both Local and Constitutional.

Price 5>. Qd.

“ The ca.ses detailed by Mr. Curtis are fifty-eight in number, and the
treatment appears to he judicious, simple, and successful.”

—

Medlco-Chi-
rurgiciii lit linr.

“ The profession, we conceive, are indebted to Mr. Curtis for the per-

severing spirit with which he cultivates the study of those diseases aflect-

ing the organ of hearing, which, from their obscurity and intricacy, can
only be treated by a person entirely devoted to the subject.”— London
Menical and Phy sical Journal.

VII. An INTRODUCTORY LECTURE to a

Course on the Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology of the Ear, as

delivered in 1815, at the Royal Dispensary for Diseases of the Bar;

pointing out the neglect ,-1 ural Surgery has hitherto met with, and

proposing means for remedying the evil. Second Edition. Price

2s. O'd.

VIII. A LECTURE on the ANATOMY and PHY-
SIOLOGY of the ILYR in MAN and ANIMALS, as delivered in

the Theatre of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, before the

President and Members of that Society. Price 5s.
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IX. A TREATISE on the PHYSIOLOGY and
DISEASES of the EYE

;
containinga new mode of curing Cataract

without an Operation ; Experiments and Observations on Vision
;

together with Remarks on the Preservation of Sight, and on Spec-
tacles, Reading-Glasses, &c. Wiih coloured Plates, shewing the

intimate Connexion existing between the Organs of Sight and Hear-
ing ; and also the principal Diseases of the Eye. The German and
French Synonyms of the various Diseases are likewise given, and
their most approved Modes of Treatment. Second Edition. Price

7s, 6d. boards.

Contents:

Introduction. Proof of the Intimate connexion of the Eye and
Ear, both cured by similar Remedies; Objections agamst Opera-

tions
;
Account of ancient Anatomists

;
Structure of the Human

Body : Physiology or Uses of the Eye
;

its Colour, wanting in Al-

binos; Acuteness of Sight in barbarous Tribes
;
Comparative Ana-

tomy of the Eye in Mammalia, Birds, Amphibia, Fishes, Insects, and
^'e^mes. Dissection of an Ostrich. Diseases of the Eye ;

external

and internal
;
Description and Treatment of Ophthalmia ; Prognosis

and Diagnosis : Immediate or Exciting Causes
;
Remote or Predis-

posing Causes
;
Purulent Ophthalmia in Infants

;
Epiphora, Ulcer-

ation, Specks and Opacities of the Cornea, Pterygium, Staphyloma,

and Iritis. Internal Diseases; Cataract, sometimes hereditary; of

various kinds ; hard and soft, cystic and siliquous
;
causes that com-

monly produce Cataract
;
other Diseases mistaken for it; Cataract

in one eye ought not to be operated upon : Cases of Cataract spon-

taneously cured; Dissipation of Cataract; should endeavour to dissi-

pate it as soon as discovered
;
the 'usual Modes of treating Cataract

described
;
Cancer of the Eye

;
Musete Volitanles, or Atoms floating

before the Eyes; Amaurosis, its Causes, Symptoms and Cure; Great

Sympathetic Nerve, its Influence on the Eye and Ear ; Examination

and Division of the Semilunar Ganglion, Solar and Coeliac Plexuses

;

Copious Prescriptions, in Latin and English, including several by
Robbi, Beer, Richter, Graefe, Dunckler, St. Yves, Schumacher,
LaiTey, Manardus, Khlodovitch, &c ;

Efficacy of Herbs in some
Diseases of the Eye. On Light, its Nature and Properties

;
Opinions

of the Ancients; Anecdotes of the Skill of blind Alusicians and
others, Stanley, IMLss Chambers, Professor Sanderson, 6t c.

;
Remark-

able Experiments on Light, by Lord Chancellor Brougham, when
only sixteen years old

;
Sir John Herschell on various Phenomena

of Light and Vision
;
Preservation of Sight, and the Use, Abuse, and

Choice of Spectacles, &;c.
;
Cautions against rubbing the Eyes

;

against the Use of Bandages, Shades, See.
;
Importance of Cleanli-
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ness; Advice to Persons of Weak Siglit; Instances of Classic Bar-

barity ; Simple Means of extracting foreign Bodies from the Eye
;

Care of the Eyes in Old Age
;
Cautions to Ladies

;
Spectacles, when

generally wanted
;
George the Fourth’s Attention to his Eye-sight,

Kind of Glasses used by him; Convex and Concave Glasses; Single

Eye-glasses injurious : Advice for choosing Spectacles, when they

should be changed; Squinting, how best treated; Absurdity of wear-

ing small Spectacles
;
Cataract Glasses

;
Convex Wire- Gauze Spec-

tacles for wearing in the Wind, Dust, or Sun
;
Spectacles for Stra-

bismus, and Periscopic Glasses for the Short-sighted, invented by
the Author; Opinions of Drs. Biewster, Young, Wollaston, and
other celebrated writers on Optics. Cases illustrative of the Prin-

ciples laid down in the Treatise.

“ Mr. Curtis is astanch advocate for constitutional treatment, and a de-
termined opposer of operations. He shews that incipient cataractmay be
effectually removed, and the sight restored, without any operation. Many
excellent prescriptions are added at the foot of the pages. Whoever will
attend to the sensible advice given in the chapter on sight aud spectacles,
will have reason to thank Mr. Curtis for unimpaired eye-sight to old age.”
—London Medical and SurgicalJoumal.
“ Mr. Curtis’s Treatise on the Kye may be looked upon in some mea-

sure as a manifesto put forward to the world, to justify the author in

taking the eyes as well as the ears of his Majesty’s lieges under his espe-
cial protectipu. What pleases us particularly is, that Mr. Curtis will

hereafter, by this publication, restrain the rash hand of the too-confident
operator. We are convinced, fi-om our own feelings and experience,
which arc to us better than a thousand books, that Mr. Curtis is right in

tracing the origin of almost all the nervous disorders that affect both eye
and ear to the great nerval ganglion, near the region of the stomach. We
think that we have read almost every treatise upon the eye and the ear;
and we unhesitatingly pronounce this under our notice to be by far the
very best. We earnestly entreat every one who values his sight, whether
that sight be good or bad, to become acquainted with the contents of this

book. It will give him, in the first place, a clear idea of what his eye is,

and, in the next, of what it is capable. We are al.->o instructed when to

apply to the optician, when to the oculist. Mr. Curtis has made the great
European community hold his name in respect; and we are convinced
that, in return, the world at large will record him as one of its benefac-
tors.”

—

Metropolitan Magazine.
“ Mr. Curtis, the author of this valuable work on the Eye, was for se-

veral years employed as a medical officer in the Uoyal Naval Hospital at

Haslar, during the hottest period of the late war, where he had extensive
opportunities of improtement in the various branches of his profession.
It must not be supposed that this line of practice is entirely new to Mr.
Curtis; since, when at Haslar,he saw, perhaps, more of ophthalmia than
falls to the lot of many practitioners ; and if we may judge by this

treatise, he has not been slow in profiting by his opportunities. The
work, which we cordially recommend to our professional readers, closes
with some interesting cases, one of which, that of ‘ an old officer’ cured
of amaurosis combined with deafne.ss, is a striking proof that Mr.
Curtis’s practice, though suavis in tnoflo, is at the same tiuxefortis in re."— Ji'aval and Military Gazette.
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** We consider the piibiic and the profcKf^inn much indebted to Mr. Citttit for ib5

present piibiication. To siipers^^de tht necesstiy of an operation on so delicate an oreaa
as the human e>e, is extremely desirable. Thi«» we think, the aMihor has to a ^reat
extent done. His remarks on the pre»ervaiiou of sight are «ery judiciouk.*’*~Z>iierar^
Gaset/e.

** Mr. rnrtis has Ion? been favourably known to the public by his works on the striiC'

ture and diseases of the ear; and manv, we hope, will have cause to rejoice that he has
at length found time to turn IiIh attention to that equally complicated, and even more
iniportant organ, the eve. In treating cases of deafness, where the vision happened
likewise to be impaired, Mr> Curtis was struck with the fart, that while curing the deaf-
ness by conslitniiotial reniedicH, the defect in the visual organ was also freqaently re*

moved.' This led to the important conclusion, that many (ii»eases of the eve—some of
them hiiherto deemed incurab<e, and oihers not even aiienipied to he ciireri but by the
knife—will \ield to a jiidicioMs coiisiltutional treaimenr, assisted by mild io| leal appli*
cations.'’

—

Monthly Magazine*

“ The high and deserved reputation which Mr. Curtis has attained as an oculist and
aurist, secures for his opinions general attention and respect.”

—

Taiti hdinburgh Mag.

** We Cordially recommend the work to all classes troubled with affections of the
eyes ; but to our own craft it addresses itself with iiarticular enipha<>is. a- well as to bar-
risters, clergvmen. and indeed to all those who^c employments are literary. The v^lue of
the hints and cautions in the chapter on preserving the sight, &c. is so very ?reai, that
titey should be engraven on the palms of the hands of all such individuals.”—A'cv
Monthly Magazine,

y Mr. Curtis lias been for many years known to the public as the celebrated aurist.
This gentleman has latterly turned'’ his attention to the diseases of the eve. His work
contains much useful inlormation, valuable cautions, ami good general advice in respect
to the managemenC in health, and treatment in disease, of that delicate organ, the eye.”—Courier,

“ We are indebted to Mr. Curtis, the well-known aurist, and indefatigable surgeon of
the Royal Dispensary for Diseases of the Ear, for this very excellent work on a subject
that concerns all. There is in this prodnciion ninch to interest and instruct the «^eneral
reader. We conclude by saying, that seldom indeed has the utile been more happily
joined with the dulce ih’an in this Treatise on the Eye, which to a scientific description
of the organ and its principal diseases, adds a vast fund of pleasing infurmaiion on col-
lateral topics."—C'onr/ Journal,

** On the whole, as a treatise upon the eve, we are inclined to think that Mr. Curtis
wilt he found to have performed In'- task vviili acumen and credit lo himself, and ihai his

book may not be neglected as a professional manual.”

—

Lady^s Magazine,

** This work displays throughout iiinch learning and research; and the subject is en-
riched with curious facts and apt quotations from the best ancient and modern vvrilers.

We. he^itate not to affirm, that this treatise will give Mr. Cuitis additional claims to

public gratitude, and will prove particularly acceptable to those in whom the organ of
vision is either defective or diseased.’’

—

Beil's h'eekly Messenger,

“ Mr. Curtis is well known as an aurist, and a succe«srnl one. He has of late years
entered upon the study of vision, ami has given us the result of his experience in a fair,

honest, and candid manner. I'he work Is one that mii-t give satisfaction to the medical
reader; for it is a char and instructive exposition of the anatomy and pathology of this

most delicate of ail organs of the body.”— Times,

X. A NEW and IMPROVED MAP of the

ANATOMY of the EYE, with the latest Discoveries
;
shewing the

Membrane of the Pigmentum Nigrum, and the Membrane of Jacob,

also the Central Artery of the Retina. For the Use of Students and

Practitioners. Price 5s. coloured.

“ Medical practitioners at the present day are paying a great deal

more attention to the diseases of the eye than was formerly the case:

to them this Alap will be an acquisition.’’—London Medical and Surgical

Jounuil.
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XI. A SYNOPTICAL CHART of the VARIOUS
DISEASES of the EYE; with their Order, Classification, Seat,

Symptoms, Causes, and Treatment
;
intended as a Companion to

the Author’s Chart of the Diseases of the Ear. Price 2s. 6d.

“ Afuch pains hare been taken in the nosological arrangement.”

—

Medico- ChirUTgical Review.

“ A rery correct and useful chart for students and junior practi-
tioners.”

—

Medical and Surgical Journal,

XII. OBSERVATIONS on the PRESERVATION
of SIGHT, and on the Choice, Use, and Abuse of Spectacles,

Reading-Glasses, &c. 8vo. price Is.

“ This little work should be in the hands of all young people, and
would thtis save annually many valuable eyes.”

—

Medico- Chirurgical

Review.

“ The clear and unaffected manner in which Mr. Curtis lays open his

opinions on these various points cannot but recommend his work to every
person of common sense. His zeal and perseverance have met with
their reward.”—Afoming Herald.

“ A neat little manual of useful directions, which ought to be read by
all who employ their eyes much.”— Courier.

“ It is worthy the perusal of all persons who value that most de-
sirable object, good sight.”

—

Bell's Weekly Messenger.

“ We cordially recommend this work to all.”

—

True Sun,

XIII. A MAP of the PRINCIPAL NERVES and
BLOOD-VESSELS of the HEAD, shewing their Connexion with

the Organs of Sight and Hearing. For the Use of Students and
Practitioners. Price 5s. coloured.

XIV. A VIEW of the GREAT SYMPATHETIC
NERVE, with Explanations, exhibiting the Semilunar Ganglion
and Solar Plexus, the derangement of which is a frequent cause of

many obscure Diseases of the Ear and Eye. Reduced fromManec’s
Grand Plate. Price Is. coloured.

XV. OBSERVATIONS on the PRESERVATION
of HEALTH, in Infancy, Youth, Manhood, and Old Age, with the

best means of improving the Moral and Physical Condition of Man,
and of prolonging life to the utmost, in activity and health. 3rd
edition, greatly improved, witli a Portrait of the Author. Price

3s. 6d. cloth bds.
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Contents:

Physical, Organic, and IMoral Laws
;
Infringement of these Laws

the Cause of Disease
;
Care of the Health in Infancy and Youth, its

Advantages in After-life; Air, Exercise, Sleep, Diet, Eegimen,
Clothing, Bathing, &c.

;
Health of Individuals greatly dependent on

themselves
;
Education—Choice of a Profession

;
Training for Lon-

gevity as practicable as Training for Athletic Feats
;
Adulteration of

Food—Bread, Wine, Beer. Tea, Coffee, &c. ; Causes and Seat of

Disease; Rules for the Sedentary and Dyspeptic; Indigestion—its

Effects upon Hearing and Sight; Improvements of the Metropolis in

relation to Health
;
the Choice of Watering-places

;
Mental Cul-

ture—Tranquillity and Excitement
;
Insanity and Suicidal Mono-

mania— Increase and Causes; Love— Marriage— Influence on
Health, Rules for; List of Eminent Persons who have attained Old
Age

;
the History of several of the Oldest Persons known, four of

whom attained the Ages of 164, 172, 185, and 207,

“ In this small volume Mr. Curtis has only attempted to render that
which is kno^vn to the scientific, familiar to the general reader.”

—

Medico- Chirurgical Heview.

“ A most instructive work for the general reader.”

—

London Medical
and Surgical Journal,

“ Full of judicious and sensible observations on the subject, gathered
both from reading and fiom practical experience. Mr. Curtis, after
setting out by putting us in the right roads to hear and see, very pro-
perly applies his advice to the whole physical and moral system of
man.”

—

Literary Gazette.

“ In a form which is much shorter and more forcible than has hitherto
been adopted, Mr. Curtis, in this work, points out the directions which,
if rationally observed, will contribute most assuredly to the prolongation,
not only of life, but of that equanimity of temper and sweetness of ex-
2)erience, which render life a double blessing."

—

Monthly Review.

“ This little volume is exactly of the order which we should wish to

see spread among the people. At once brief, clear, and intelligent, it

gives a variety of important rules for the sustenance of man in mental
and bodily vigour. Curtis is clever, and his little book is alike amusing
and well informed. His description of the tender passion is excellent,
true, and odd."

—

New Monthly Magazine.

“ Tills book breathes an amiable spirit and good feeling throughout.
We cordially recommend it to general attention.”

—

National Magazine,

“ The observations on education deserve the serious consideration of

every parent and teacher.”

—

Educational Magazine.

“ A digest of all that is worth knowing as to a general rule of life, so

as to prolong it to the utmost in activity and in health. The book ought
to become a family one, and as necessary to a household as Mrs. Glasse's

treatise on cooking.”

—

Metropolitan Magazme.
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“ Mr. Curtis was for some years a medical officer at the Royal Naval
Hospital at Haslar, wliich circumstance alone would recommend his

work, for consideration. The general reader will find in this essay all

necessary information on the preservation of health and the prolongation
of life, commmiicatcd in a perspicuous and entertaining manner ; the
views of the author being frequently of a highly enlarged and philoso-
phical character.”

—

Naval and Military Gazette.

“ This is a plain, sensible, unpretending little treatise, on a subject
of universal interest. It is not the least valuable feature of the work
that the author has drawn largely on the best popular writers on
health.”

—

Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine.

“ Mr. Curtis has recently published an excellent little treatise on the
Preseiwation of Health in Infancy, Youth, Manhood, and Age, which
abounds in much practical information on the best means of prolonping
life, and furnishes rules in so clear and popular a style as to be inteUi-

giblc to every capacity. His observations on the preservation of health
in tropical climates, we have been induced to extract, as eminently de-
serving the attention of our friends in India and the colonies.”

—

East
India and Colonial Magazine.

“ In a useful treatise on the Preservation of Health, by J. H. Curtis,
Esq., we find well-conceived obseiwations on tlie subject of labour and
exercise.”

—

Chambers's Edinburgh Journal.

“ We recommend the advice to persons about visiting a tropical cli-

mate.”

—

Oriental Herald.

“ Mr. Curtis’s Observations on the Preservation of Health is one of
the best books on this all-interesting subject that we have seen.”

—

Christian Advocate.

“ The book is strongly marked by good sense, and appeals not to the
prejudices or ignorances of those to whom it is addressed, which is too
often the case, but to their understandings.”

—

Domestic Magazine.

“ This is an excellent little volume, egg-full of plain sense. The au-
thor’s precepts are not dogmatical— the ptiysic is not bad to take—and
he enjoineth ways of pleasantness. He advocates the recreations of the
people, yet censures immoderate indulgences. 'I'hough this book may
not consist of all new points, it has the latest experiences

; while tliat

which is old is placed before the reader in a neat, clever, tangible, and
ever-attractive manner.”

—

Mirror.

“ We can confidently recommend tliis manual to mothers, who exert
the most powerful influence over the early education of their offspring.”
—Christian 'leacher.

“ The work will be found higlily useful and interesting to aU, and
deserves an extensive circulation.”

—

Court Journal.
“ Mr. Curtis clearly shews that ignorance or neglect of the circum-

stances on which health depends is one of the chief causes of disease

;

and he proceeds to lay down rules, simple, plain, and practical, for self-

regulation in all the daily concerns of life. The advice to the sedentary
and the studious is deserving of attention.”

—

Morning Chronicle.

“To all whom want of time or want of money may deprive of the
means of perusing the more costly and scientific treatises on the same
subject, we can conscientiously recommend this valuable little work.”

—

Morning Post.
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“ Mr. Curtis has recently given to the world a neat little volume on the
Preservation of Health, which abounds in information of a practical kind,
and furnishes clear and precise rules, founded on physiological prin-
ciples, for the guidance of all at every stage of existence."

—

Globe.

“ Under the above title a small book has lately been published by Mr.
Curtis, which appears to supply a desideratum among works of this class.

It is written on the plan of his well-known works on tlie preservation of
hearing and sight, and is calculated to be as extensively useful as those
productions. It contains directions for the guidance of all in regard to

health at every period of life.”

—

Standard.

“ Mr. Curtis’s remarks on air. exercise, diet, and mental cultivation,
are excellent ; and on the latter subject he has collected man)' facts highly
important to all who have the management of the young.”

—

Courier.

“ When men are convinced of the intimate connexion which exists

between the use of plain and simple diet and the preservation of health,
we shall rejoice to behold a race of men healthier, stronger, richer, hap-
pier, better, than the world has seen for many generations.”

—

British
and foreign Temperance Intelligencer.

“ It is written in a popular manner, and contains many sensible and ex-
celh nt observations, perspicuously expressed, on the important subject of
the preservation of the body in a state of health.”—Aew York Evening
Post.

“ This is a little practical tract which should be on the mantlepiece of
every head of a family. It should moreover be carefully read—more
than once or twice—by every individual who regards his own health,
and wishes to learn the best means of improving the moral and physical
condition of man.”

—

Bath Herald.

“ The principles of hygiene are stated in this work with so much sim-
plicity, and illustrated so copiously, that no one who reads it can fail to

be impressed vvith thetrutlisit contains, at tlie same time to be interested
and amused in its perusal. Kvery page presents us with something
which deserves to be attended to.”

—

Brighton Gazette.

“ This treatise will bring its own welcome with it, and is sure to be-
come extensively popular. We recommend our readers to get the book
itself on their library-shelves without delay.”

—

Cheltenham Chronicle.

“ It is due to the author to observe, that he has performed his task
with ability, and that this little volume contains much useful information
on a subject of the greatest importance to all classes of the community.”
—.Manchester Courier.

“ That man may be considered a benefactor to his country who
teaches, by a few simple and easy rules, how tlie human machine may-
be kept in the best capability of enjoying life—in otlier words, in a state

of health. This we think Mr. Curtis has done in the little volume before
us, whicli ought to be accessible to tlie members of every family,old and
yooxig.”—Felix Farley’s Bristol Journal.

“ Temperance, out-a-door exercise, early rising, a quiet mind, and
cleiuilines.s, are the medicines .Mr. Curtis recommends, and certainly tlie

simplest and least expensive a man can take.”

—

Bailway Magazine.
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“ Its chief value will arise from its condensation of an immense quan-
tity of matter, which could not be got at without the expense and labour
of going tluough a multitude of large volumes. Convinced, as we are,
that every person wlio reads it will be benefited thereby, we hope tlie
book, will have an extensive circulation.”

—

Liverpool Albion.

“ We cannot better express our opinion of this excellent work than by
recommending it to be purchased, read, and thoroughly studied by every
mim, woman, and child in the Queen’s dominions.”— H'oolmer’s Exeter
Gazette.

“ Notwithstanding the brevitj-of the work, there are few subjects con-
nected with the proper regulation of the faculties of the mind and the body
which do not come under the autlior’s observation.”

—

Glasgow Chronicle.

“ Cobbett, in his ‘ Cottage Economy,’ says that every person should,
upon pain of loss of ears, present a copy of that work to every mrl that
he marries, rich or poor. W ith all respect for the memory of him of

i

‘ Gridiron’ notoriety, we would suggest the adoption of Mr. Curtis’s
book in preference, convinced, that if its precepts were attended to,
disease would be less common, and the happiness of the public con-
sequently increased.”

—

Dumjries Courier.

“ Tlie mere name of Mr. Curtis as the author of this little work, is

quite sufficient to shew that it is of great utility : we recommend to our
readers the excellent advice to any one about visiting a tropical cli-

mate.”

—

Parbury’s Oriental Herald.

“ A valuable little work, containing much practical information.”

—

M{tsical World.
“ Many popular errors, which are too frequently acted upon, to the

great injury of children, are succe.ssfolly exposed, and proper plans of
' man;igemeut suggested, which, if adopted, would lay the foundation of a
1 future vigorous generation.”

—

Downpatrick Kccorder.

“ There are none, let their situation in life be what it may, who may
j not profit by .M r. Curtis’s advice

;
imd there are few who will not confess

that his advice is administered in a most pleasing and popular form.’ —
—Oxford University Herald.

“ It is unquestionably one of the very best publications on the all-

! interesting subject to which it refers, containing much practical informa-
I tion, and a variety of important rules worthy of careful attention.”—
I Cambridge Chronicle.

“ A man that disregards his bodily health, must, in the same degree,
I be guilty of impiety to God. We recommend this little work to our
r readers who consider life a blessing, and are desirous of living well, and

• of living as long as the aoparatus of our present alimental life will last."

—

Wesleyan Associut.on Magazine.

“ Tliis is a little book which deserves to be popular ; it is calculated to
^increase .Mr. Curtis’s reputation as an author desirous and able to benefit
illiis fellow-men

;
it is practical, judicious, and interesting.”

—

Leeds
1. Mercury.

get* Many of these Works have been reprinted in France and

^.America, and may be had of the principal Booksellers on the Conti-

ineiit, and in the United States.
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PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION.

I. AN ESSAY on AMAUROSIS, or GUTTA SE-
RENA, shewing its frequent Connexion with Nervous Deafness

;

illustrated by Cases.

II. A TREATISE on OTORRHCEA, shewing the
various Stages of the Disease.—•!. The Simple Puriform Discharge

j

2. When accompanied with Fungus and Polypi ; 3. With a Caries

of the Bones. Also the Mode of Treatment, taken from actual Ob-
servation on upwards of 1,300 Cases. Illustrated with Plates.

These Publications will complete the Author’s IVorks on the Ear
and Eye, rendering them an Epitome of Acoustic and Ophthalmic

Surgery,

LATELY POnLISIlED IN LEIPSIC.

I. CURTIS (J. H.), Abhandlung liber den gesunden
und kranken Zustand des Ohres, iibersetzt von Henrich Robbi,

M.D. &c. &c. 8vo.

II. CURTIS (J. H.), Interessante Krankenfalle ; ein

Beitrag zur bessern Behandlung brtlicher und konstitutionellenzer

Gehbrleiden, &c. von Henrich Rodbi, M.D., &c. &c. 8vo.

III. CURTIS (J.H.), DieTaubstummheit und ihre

Heilung
;

begleitet von anatom., physiol., patholog. Betrachtungen,

von F. A. Weise, M.D., &c.&c.
IN LUZERN.

IV. CURTIS (J. H.), Die Pflege der Augen. Be-
lehrungen iiber die Erhaltung des Gesiclits, und den Gebrauch,

MUsbrauch und die Wahl der Brillen: iibersetzt von W. L. .1.

Kiderlen. 18mo.
IN AMSTERDAM.

V. CURTIS (J. H.), Aanwijzingen tot het Behoud
des Gezigts; en wegens de Keus^ het Gebruik, en Misbruik van
Brillen, tJogglazen, enz. 12mo.

VI. CURTIS (J.H.), Opmerkingen betrefFende de
Bewaring van het Gehoor, en de Keuze, het Gebruik, en Misbruik

van Oorhorens, enz. 12mo.
IN HAMni'RG.

VII. CURTIS (J. H.), Die Kunst lange zu leben,

oder Beobachtungen uber die Erhaltung der Gesundheit in der

Kindheit, der Jugend, dem Mannes-und Greisen-aller ; bearbeile

von Dr. Ludwig Calmann.

J. .md W. Robius, Printers, Southwark.
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